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IN PERSPECTIVE
A New Chapter Begins
As many of our clients and colleagues know,
we lost our founder in November 2018. Wayne
was an incredible mentor to all — generously
sharing his time with each of our staff to
instill the importance of quality and excellent
service.
As our new chapter begins, we first reflect on
our past and what has shaped our firm into
what it is today.
In June, our firm will be celebrating a major
milestone: 30 years of design excellence.
During this time, we have had the joy of
experiencing how our design changes lives,
especially for those seeking health care and
learning environments.
From minor — yet important — renovations to
a 1 million-square-foot campus replacement,
our firm has provided more than 4,000
planning and design solutions of various scale
across the nation.
From reducing anxiety by creating an
inviting atmosphere, to creating an enduring
environment that promotes exceptional team
collaboration, we have positively impacted
entire communities, families and individuals
from all walks of life.
In this edition, we will explore some of the
firm's ongoing and recently completed
projects including the new Norton Cancer
Institute - Brownsboro, a major demolition
and renovation project at Community Hospital

East and Rock Creek Community Academy's
new K-12 facility.
Located in Kentucky, one of the nation's
highest cancer-ridden states, Norton Cancer
Institute - Brownsboro was developed as a
comprehensive operation for all of Norton
Healthcare's oncology specialties and other
disciplines — a first for the health care system.
The new facility's design was driven by
patient-centered care — utilizing advanced
technologies to minimize wait time and
registration, providing on-site educational
resources and integrating artwork to
reduce anxiety. Team rooms, equipped
with conferencing technology, support
multidisciplinary care coordination and
maximize team efficiency.
Utilizing TEG's Efficient Design+Productive
Care planning and design process, our firm was
able to strategically provide future flexibility
for this facility.
Community Hospital East, located on the
East side of Indianapolis, recently celebrated
a major milestone in construction: the
completion of a new patient tower. This
included an all new emergency department,
medical imaging, surgery, delivery, and
inpatient rooms along with innovative bedside
technology and enhanced privacy features.
In order to facilitate this project, demolition of
more than 400,000 SF of the existing facility

and relocation of 23 departments needed
to be diligently coordinated as to minimize
disruption to patient care.

ON the
COVER
NORTON CANCER INSTITUTE
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

The next phase of construction will include the
demolition of the old patient towers and the
building of a new main entrance, expected to
complete in 2020.
As capacity needs change, an adaptable facility
built for growth is needed. With Rock Creek
Community Academy’s new campus, TEG
achieved just that. The school, scheduled to
open during the 2019-2020 school year, will
have an additional 20,000 SF to accommodate
their anticipated growth from 500 to 800
students.
The 63,000 SF facility will include separate
wings for the elementary, middle, and high
school levels, as well as spaces for music, art,
and a 500-seat gymnasium. Additionally, the
47-acre greenfield site will be equipped with
future sporting fields.
Ultimately, all projects, as with many events
we experience in life, will have its challenges
— some more testing than others. As we forge
ahead into new projects, each with their own
unique challenges, we know Wayne prepared
us to meet the same high-quality standards,
utmost creativity and uncompromising
commitment to client satisfaction that he
possessed.
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IN PROGRESS + 3D
01./ 02. JEFFERSON REGIONAL

MEDICAL CENTER

Pine Bluff, Arkansas
•
•

Custom 3D-Printed Model of Phased
Replacement Hospital
Nearly 300,000 SF of New Construction and
Renovations

03. IVY TECH COMMUNITY COLLEGE

CAMPUS PARK + GARDENS
Sellersburg, Indiana
•
•
•

1-acre park with Concrete Plaza
Greenhouse
Custom Steel Trellis

04. KATHERINE SHAW BETHEA

LDRP RENOVATIONS
Dixon, Illinois
•

Design option for existing LDRP area to create
a spacious, relaxing environment for mothers
and their families

05. PROGRESSIVE MATERIALS

NEW OFFICE + WAREHOUSE EXPANSION
New Albany, Indiana
•

•

New, Fully Automated Production Facility,
Corporate Headquarters, Warehouse, National
Distribution Center
8,000 SF Office Space for Administration,
Sales/Marketing, Warranty Specialists, Quality
Control Labs and R+D

02.

03.

01.

04.

05.
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IN FOCUS
Comprehensive Cancer Care
NORTON CANCER INSTITUTE - BROWNSBORO
Louisville, Kentucky

Norton Cancer Institute serves more than 4,000 newly diagnosed
patients each year, and is the largest program in the Louisville Metro
Area. By investing in the new, 48,000 SF comprehensive cancer care
center, Norton Healthcare was able to bring all oncology subspecialties
and services together for the first time in one accessible location.

team sought to relocate the green space to create sustainable, multiuse walking trails in an adjacent area. In order to provide required staff
parking, an existing detention area was converted. Environmental
concerns related to these conversions were extensively reviewed and
addressed with great care by the owner, developer and design team.

The new facility uses the most advanced radiation equipment in the
region, plus a state-of-the-art oncology pharmacy. In the future, it will
house Norton Cancer Institute’s newest Prompt Care Clinic to provide
urgent care for oncology patients and help them avoid unnecessary
emergency department visits outside regular office hours or scheduled
appointments.

The entire medical campus was designed around convenience with an
aim to eliminate waiting, provide a soothing, relaxing environment,
and include educational opportunities. From integrating streamlined
technology to implementing consistent wayfinding, the facility was
able to simplify patient flows, which increased productivity and
reduced stress.

Before construction began, a small park with walking paths was located
on the site. To maintain this amenity for the area’s visitors, the design

Since the evolution of health care is quickly changing, the design
team implemented DIRTT Modular Walls, a premanufactured wall and

millwork system, which serves as a flexible backbone, making it
easy to adjust for future changes or departmental layouts with
minimal cost and disruption to the facility and users.
To give the cancer center a bit of a unique, calming atmosphere,
the project team implemented various original paintings by
local and regional artists and striking, prismatic art glass wall
in the quiet room. The use of natural daylight, 100 percent
LED lighting allowed for a less clinical feel to help soothe the
patients as they arrive and receive treatment. Curved main
corridors and strategic use of colors, textures and materials to
facilitate wayfinding.
Through the generous support by individuals and businesses
in the community, Norton Cancer Institute was also able
to incorporate a beautiful meditation garden, filled with
inspirational art and the symbolic N signed by cancer survivors,
oncology staff and many others involved in the project during
the groundbreaking ceremony.

The facility also featured the following:
•
Streamlined registration and preregistration that
use mobile apps and self-check-in kiosks
•

White/pink noise and music in key locations,
along with special ceiling tiles and recycled-denim
insulation to dampen noise and enhance acoustics

•

Improved efficiency from “team rooms” that
provide an area for an entire care team to
collaborate and discuss a patient’s treatment
holistically.

•

Infusion rooms designed as “pods” around
centrally located nursing stations.

•

Amenities such as personal technology charging
stations, wireless internet access and a bistro that
features nutrition-rich, award-winning recipes that
taste delicious and support healing.
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IN CONSTRUCTION

IN USE

01. PIKEVILLE MEDICAL CENTER

01. GREATER CLARK COUNTY SCHOOLS

HEART INSTITUTE

CHARLESTOWN MIDDLE SCHOOL

Pikeville, Kentucky

Charlestown, Indiana

02. NORTON CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL

02. PIKEVILLE MEDICAL CENTER

4TH FLOOR PICU RENOVATION

CATH LAB RENOVATION

Louisville, Kentucky

03. HIGHLAND DISTRICT HOSPITAL
Hillsboro, Ohio
04. ROCK CREEK COMMUNITY ACADEMY

NEW K-12 FACILITY

Pikeville, Kentucky

02.

01.
02.

03. VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION

01.

DBA HOSPICE OF THE WABASH VALLEY
Terre Haute, Indiana

04. WOMANCARE, TREE OF LIFE

03.

BIRTHING CENTER

Sellersburg, Indiana

04.

03.

04.

Jeffersonville, Indiana

05. RUSSELL COUNTY HOSPITAL

LAB ADDITION

Russell Springs, Kentucky

05.
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IN FOCUS
New Facility Builds Dramatic, Positive Change
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL EAST
Indianapolis, Indiana

Over the past four years, Community Hospital East has undergone
an intensive redesign to restructure the campus, accommodate the
ever-changing trends in today’s healthcare environment and continue
to allow staff to deliver incredibly high-quality care as effectively as
possible.
For this multi-phased addition and renovation, demolition of several
buildings and the relocation of 23 departments were required while
the hospital operations were still functioning. Diligent planning and
implementation focused on ensuring the demolition did not affect
surrounding areas.
“We believe construction of a new hospital will bring dramatic, positive
change to the east side,” said Bryan Mills, president and CEO of
Community Health Network. “The new campus will provide the space
our East employees need to deliver innovative healthcare in the most
efficient manner. Community Hospital East will become a new modern
structure that will be a pillar for the east side of Indianapolis.”

The opening of the patient tower was celebrated in February 2019. The
new main entrance is expected to complete in Summer 2020.
•

$175 Million Phased Renovation

•

New 5-Story Patient Tower, 137 Private inpatient Rooms

•

Redesigned Departments Include: Emergency, Labor +
Delivery, Medical Imaging and Surgery

•

Emergency Department includes 72 Private Patient Rooms,
nearly doubling in size

•

Construction and Demolition Conducted with Minimal
Disruption to Current Patient Care

•

Updated Parking and Security for Staff, Patients and
Visitors
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IN PRINT

TEG NEWS+VIEWS
We are excited to have these professionals join TEG
and look forward to their contributions and leadership.

VOLUME .07
OPTIMIZING AMBULATORY AND MEDICAL OFFICE BUILDING PERFORMANCE

David Berry | AIA

A Study of Patient Flows, Clinical Adjacencies and Branding

With past health care, educational and retail design experience, David
Berry brings a wealth of knowledge and excellent design quality to the TEG
architectural team. He has developed a broad understanding of the overall
process from concept to construction administration.

Many aged health care facilities and campuses suffer from generic inefficiencies
of poor building and parking identification, confusing wayfinding and signage,
decentralized patient registration and under-utilized office space, for example.

Associate - Architecture

David is a graduate of the University of Kentucky School of Design. He is
originally from the Louisville, Kentucky area and enjoys softball, biking and
traveling.

Countless ambulatory facilities or medical office buildings are located on
these health care campuses in a very strategic, convenient and important
site, yet the services within are placed in less optimal locations to promote
efficiency and productivity – typically due to minimal funds or poor strategic
planning.

Brad Becherer
Associate - Construction Administration

All of the aforementioned can impact efficiency and easily be corrected through
comprehensive optimization. Simple improvements can be implemented to
improve the return on investment of existing and new facilities alike.

Throughout his career, Brad has had an active role in the design, quality
control process, and the construction of various residential and commercial
buildings. He has developed systematic knowledge to better manage the
RFI & submittal processes to help maintain any project budget and schedule.

This edition, the seventh in the Efficient Design+Productive Care series,
employs real case studies and proven strategies to create ideal facilities that:

Brad graduated from Southern Illinois University Carbondale in 2011 with
his Bachelors in Architecture. He is currently enrolled at the University of
Louisville working toward his PMP certification.

Services Located Without Regard to Patient/Visitor Volume Creation
As in most ambulatory/MOB centers, the location of services are frequently based upon one or more of
the following unfounded conditions:

•
•
•
•

Positively impact clinical outcomes
Integrate care-centric information systems
improve the quality of healing environments
Create a dynamic health care workplace to promote staff
productivity

Spaces and Suites
Not right-Sized

Anna Farmer

Service locations
Not Synced to
Patient Volume

This leads to services being located in available space, rather than in space that is rightsized and designed for a specific function and patient volume. In many cases, locating
services without regard to this volume puts a tremendous traffic load on elevators,
building infrastructure, etc.

Associate - Interior Design

When services are located by these methods, not only does the efficiency and productivity
of the actual service suffer, but the entire campus and building’s functionality suffers.
To clarify, the entire building is affected when a service or suite that has a high volume
of visitors is located in an area (either horizontally or vertically) from primary parking
locations and key points of entry or when accessed via circuitous routes.

Anna is a graduate of Ivy Tech Community College in Sellersburg, Indiana.
She currently supports TEG's interior design team by creating palette
boards and revising drawings.

- Patients/Visitors struggle to find adequate parking at peak times.
- Elevators are overloaded due to high volumes of patients/visitors
traveling to floors that are not accessed directly from parking or entries.
- Registration points and short-stay waiting areas are overwhelmed.
- Patient/visitor anxiety is increased when campus or building
inefficiency creates appointment time stress.

While the case studies focus on ambulatory care facilities and medical office
buildings, the process used is completely scalable and applicable in any mix
of clinical services and practice models.
Our firm has developed the Efficient Design+Productive Care series utilizing
more than three decades of complex planning and design experience from
across the nation. Our staff holds extensive knowledge of project delivery
systems, technology, planning issues, current design opportunities, user
concepts and operationally oriented philosophy. This knowledge provides the
comprehensive background necessary to assist in evaluating complex facility
opportunities and providing exceptional, innovative and financially sound
solutions.
For more information, or to obtain a copy of the TEG’s Efficient
Design+Productive Care series, visit teg123.com or contact Brandi Jones,
marketing coordinator at bkjones@teg123.com.

- Staff anxiety is increased when patients or visitors arrive stressed, late
for their appointment, etc.

Volume

She adores dogs, enjoys reading and binge watching shows on Netflix,
and loves anything DC or Marvel related. She has been busy planning her
wedding in her free time.

A STUDY OF PATIENT FLOWS, ADJACENCIES AND BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES

This approach to patient reception and initial processing insures all
information is available and accurate and the patient will experience
the most efficient process possible.

Upper Floor Notification System

Instant Notification
of Patient Arrival
upon Check-in

Self Check-In Kiosk

Lower Level Registration / Kiosk

ANAlySiS | 31

Congratulations
A big congratulations to both Jim MacMillan
and Yang Chai for completing their Architectural
Registration Exams. Obtaining this professional
licensing represents a tremendous level of
preparation and dedication — a well-deserved
achievement!

"Congratulations to Jim for not only
becoming a registered architect, but
for his efforts in recruiting and taking
the responsibility of coordinating
incoming interns."
— Susan McCane
Associate - Interior Design

"Yang has exceptional work ethic, is
self motivated and driven. He has an
eye for design and strives to enhance
projects at every phase."
— Jessica A. Harris
Director - Architecture

2018 - 2019 Architectural Interns
Each year, we look forward to involving interns in
exciting projects with our incredibly creative staff.
They are challenged in order to grow into architects
who will be shaping the world in the future. Pictured:
L-R: Andrew Hoover, Maggie Woolf, both of Miami of Ohio
University in Oxford, OH.
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TEG NEWS+VIEWS
Past Events

Upcoming Conferences

2019 Commercial Real Estate Awards

TEG will be attending or exhibiting at the following
conferences in the coming months; please contact us
if you’ll be attending. We would enjoy the opportunity
to visit with you!

The Norton Brownsboro Campus project was selected as an honoree during the
Commercial Real Estate Awards event hosted by Louisville Business First. Pictured are
staff from the McMahan Group, TEG and Norton Healthcare.

• National Healthcare CXO Summit
Palm Beach, Florida | May 19-21, 2019
• LHA Annual Meeting + Summer Conference
Orange Beach, Alabama | July 22-24, 2019

Staff Milestones
American Red Cross Wrapped in Red Gala
Staff attended the Gala, a wonderful event which
brought awareness to the need of blood donations and
support for their services. Pictured: Jared Burt (front),
Parker and Haley Huncilman, Kyle and Melissa Wilson, Joel
and Kristen Wallace, Ernie and Meredith Dreher.

Leadership Southern Indiana
Jared Burt, Professional Associate Architecture, recently participated in
the year-long Leadership Southern
Indiana program called DISCOVER.
Pictured: Jared leads his group across an
obstacle course during the LSI program's
retreat.

Every member is an integral part of the firm, and we are grateful for their contributions.
Staff will celebrate the following milestones in 2019:

30 Years

29 Years

Thresa A. Estopinal

24 Years

Kevin Russell

22 Years

Kathy Jones

15-19 years
Nathan Love
Jessica A. Harris
Kyle Wilson
Linda Jacobs
Tom Popp		
George Morse
John Sprouls

5-9 years
18 Years
18 Years
18 Years
17 Years
17 Years
15 Years
15 Years

21 Years
10-14 years

Sharing Expertise at the
University of Louisville
Linda was invited to be a guest
lecturer at the University of
Louisville (UofL). She shared
her expertise and provided
guidance to the University's
Interior Design Seniors.

Peggy Whiteman

Ernie C. Dreher | AIA

Destroying Hunger
TEG created an infinity-gauntlet inspired structure for
the 2019 CANstruction Louisville event. All cans utilized
in the structure are donated to Dare to Care, a local
food bank. Collectively during the past 6 years, TEG has
donated more than 12,500 cans. Pictured: Front: Charles
Crochet and Brandi Jones; Back: Will Sprouls, John Sprouls,
David Bratcher, George Morse, Paige Prowant, Maggie
Morse, Ella Morse, Edwin Murillo and Louis Siedel

About the 30-year milestone logo
Our team hosted an internal design competition for our 30-year milestone logo.
The design produced by Darrell Burgess was selected as the winner. The logo
incorporates TEG's Jeffersonville, Indiana headquarters, Big Four Station Park and
Our Lady of Lourdes. These excellent projects made a significant impact on the
surrounding areas they serve and will change lives for decades to come.

Susan McCane
Greg Edwards
Joel Wallace
Diane Gettelfinger
Melissa Vaitkus
Matthew Phillips
Jeahawn Yoo

14 Years
13 Years
13 Years
12 Years
12 Years
12 Years
11 Years

Charles Crochet
Haley Huncilman
Jason Gibeault
Jim MacMillan
Brandi Jones

9 Years
9 Years
7 Years
7 Years
5 Years

1-4 years
Scott Hines
Cole Rhodes
Scott Brewer
Jared Burt		
Louis Seidel
David Bratcher
Matthew Miller
Darrell Burgess
Yang Chai		
Dan Biller		
Miles Travis
Sean Abercrombie
Tisha Briles
Paige Prowant
Brian Lindroth
Brad Becherer
David Berry

4 Years
4 Years
4 Years
4 Years
3 Years
3 Years
3 Years
3 Years
3 Years
3 Years
3 Years
2 Years
2 Years
2 Years
2 Years
1 Year
1 Year

TEG JEFFERSONVILLE
903 Spring Street
Jeffersonville, Indiana 47130
812.282.3700
TEG SHREVEPORT
One Bellemead Centre
6425 Youree Drive, Suite 410
Shreveport, LA 71105
318.424.3700
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